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Executive Summary



Campaign Overview: Thinkery is a non-profit, interactive children’s museum focused on S.T.E.A.M. (Science, Technology, Engineering, Arts and Mathematics) education. Their online marketing goals were to increase camp sign ups and drive brand awareness. To meet these goals, our team created an AdWords strategy consisting of Search, Display and Video components. The campaign ran from Feb. 24th to Mar. 16th, 2017 (21 days), and spent $250.21. Initial campaign goals were to: 1) increase camp sign ups at the main location by 15, 2) increase camp sign ups by 35 between both new camps, and 3) drive 10,000 unique visitors to the homepage. During the campaign, we added a third goal: increase overall ticket sales. Our initial metrics were to generate 10,000 impressions and 300 clicks (3% CTR). We also added two more metrics - maintain an avg. CPC of $0.70, and obtain a 1.5 avg. position. We utilized a total of 7 campaigns (out of the 9 created), 24 Ad groups, 77 ads, and 421 keywords. Key Results: The campaign generated 19,888 impressions, 834 interactions, a 4.19% interaction rate, a $0.30 avg. cost per interaction and a 1.41 avg. position. The top performing campaign was Branding (15.13% CTR), and the two best performing Ad groups were Thinkery (21.93% CTR) and Pre-roll (19.60% view rate). Google Analytics recorded 22,293 unique visitors to the homepage during the campaign, and ticket sales at Thinkery during Feb. 24thMar. 16th increased by 5,605 from 2016 to 2017. Camp registration also showed significant growth during the campaign with 59 total sign ups. Conclusion: Our team carefully designed and executed an AdWords strategy that showcased Thinkery’s offerings and unique attributes to inspire participation in the Thinkery experience. Throughout the campaign, we learned constant observation and optimization were crucial to ensuring the success of the AdWords campaign. By the end of the 21 days, our campaign metrics exceeded expectations, proving the value and potential of an AdWords campaign. By strategically planning an AdWords strategy that integrates seamlessly into Thinkery’s current marketing efforts, we yielded both monetary and business benefits for Thinkery. Future Recommendations: Based on the success of the campaign and the calculated ROI of 58.35%, Thinkery should continue to incorporate AdWords into its digital marketing portfolio. Thinkery should also 1) turn on Conversion Tracking, 2) continue utilizing Responsive Display and TrueView Ads, 3) implement Remarketing on GDN, 4) optimize landing pages to improve Quality Score and Ad Rank, and 5) create specific pages for Conversions.



 



Industry Component



Campaign Overview: The initial goals of the campaign were 1) to increase traffic to Thinkery’s home page by 10,000 unique visitors, 2) to increase camp registration by 35 sign ups between the two new satellite locations (Magellan and Valley View), and 3) to increase camp registration by 15 sign ups at the main campus. We used the following metrics to measure our success throughout the campaign: 1) 10,000 impressions, 2) 300 clicks, 3) 3% CTR, 4) $0.70 CPC, and 5) an average position of 1.5. The AdWords campaign ran from Feb. 24 through Mar. 16 (21 th



th



days). After adjusting our initial strategy, we utilized a total of 7 campaigns with 24 Ad groups, 77 ads, and 421 keywords throughout the full 21 days. The budget was created to accommodate incremental spending as the campaign progressed, allowing us to maximize interactions in the final weeks when our campaigns were better optimized (see table 1).



Campaign Branding Sign Up for Camp Camp-Valley View Camp-Magellan Family Activities Kids Activities Display Video Spring Break Total



Table 1: Campaign Budget (Budgeted and Actual) Week One Week Two Week Three Budgeted Actual Budgeted Actual Budgeted Actual $9.38 $15.30 $21.87 $30.25 $31.25 $20.91 $7.50 $14.10 $17.50 $22.04 $25.00 $13.61



Total Spent Budgeted Actual $62.50 $66.46 $50.00 $49.75



$5.62



-



$13.12



-



$18.75



-



$37.50



-



$5.62 $3.75 $3.75 $1.75 $37.37



$7.06 $7.75 $7.14 $51.35



$13.12 $8.76 $8.76 $4.38 $87.51



$11.03 $9.74 $8.93 $2.08 $2.07 $86.14



$18.75 $12.50 $12.50 $6.25 $125.00



$19.12 $20.48 $14.80 $23.80 $112.72



$37.50 $25.00 $25.00 $12.50 $250.00



$37.21 $37.97 $16.07 $16.88 $25.87 $250.21



To build awareness of Thinkery’s offerings and inspire families to visit Thinkery, we created three Search Network Only (GSN) Campaigns (Branding, Family Activities, Kids Activities). To increase camp sign ups, we created three GSN Campaigns – two that targeted searches for each new camp individually (NEW Camp-Valley View, NEW Camp-Magellan), and one for all camps (Sign Up For Camp) – as well as one Display Network Only (GDN) campaign (Display). When campaign began, we determined the unique selling points of camps were their fun camp offerings and not the new specific locations. So, we deleted the two campaigns for Valley View and Magellan, due to lack of potential, and focused on increasing camp registration with the Sign Up for Camp campaign. We also added a seasonal Spring Break campaign (GSN Only) to reach families searching for things to do during their child’s Spring Break. We also created two videos showcasing the interactive Thinkery experience that were published to



  YouTube and Twitter and used for a Video campaign (Video). We also utilized Dynamic Search Ads to show hyper-relevant ads to users’ searches. Throughout the campaign, our group met regularly to: 1) monitor campaign performance, 2) adjust keyword bids and budget distribution to maximize the budget, and 3) adjust ad copy and keywords to improve Quality Score and CTR. We included Location Targeting for Austin +30 miles for all campaigns, as well as Demographic Targeting based on age and parental status to reach Thinkery’s target market. We also included call-to-actions, USP, and capitalization in ad text, as well as Callout, Sitelink, and Call Extensions to ads to inspire action. Evolution of the Campaign: Week 1 (Feb. 24 -Mar. 2 ): The campaign launched on Friday, Feb. 24th with the initial GSN th



nd



Campaigns: Branding, Sign Up For Camp, NEW Camp-Valley View, NEW CampMagellan, Kids Activities, and Family Activities. We temporarily paused the GDN campaign to dedicate time and resources to optimizing the GSN Campaigns. We created a Google Doc in our team’s GOMC Google Drive to list observations and keep track of daily adjustments. By the third day, Google AdWords recommended we 1) split the Thinkery Ad group into ThinkeryKids and Thinkery-Museums, 2) separate the Community Night Ad group into Community Night and Community Night-free 3) and increase the Branding campaign budget. After applying these changes, we saw an increase in overall CTR (4.17% to 7.14%). After noticing the poor performance and lack of potential with the NEW Camp-Valley View and NEW Camp-Magellan campaigns, we decided to delete them on day 3 and focus on ensuring the success of the overall Sign Up For Camp campaign. We also unpaused the GDN Campaign, which included Responsive Display Ads for Thinkery’s summer camps. In order to improve the relevancy of our Display Ads to users, we added display keywords such as “kids camp.” We also limited users to 2 views per day to increase our reach to new users. By day 7, the GDN CTR had increased from 0.54% to 1.08%. Throughout the week, we worked to improve the Quality Score and relevancy of ads served by editing text of low performing ads, lowering CPC bids, and adding keywords using the Search Query Report. This allowed us to 1) improve avg. position from a 2.9 to 1.9, 2) lower CPC from $0.62 to $0.35, 3) increase Sign Up For Camp CTR from 1.92% to 10.77%, and 4) increase Branding CTR from 14.29% to 21.43%. On the final day of the week we added callout extensions to ads to inspire clicks and switched our ad rotation from A/B to optimize for clicks to allow higher performing ads to show more often.



  Week 2 (March 3 -March 9 ): After reviewing the Clicks v. Devices Report and learning most rd



th



ad clicks came from searches on mobile devices, we implemented Mobile Bid Adjustments and saw an increase in CTR. On day 13, we received a suggestion from Google AdWords to lower our bids for Sign Up For Camp by 60%. Applying this change allowed us to optimize our budget and it more than tripled the number of clicks the campaign received. At the end of the week, we added two new campaigns: Spring Break and Video. Spring Break for Austin Independent School District, was the week of March 13-17. To capitalize on this, we created a Spring Break campaign to target families in Austin, as well as families traveling to Austin during this week. Within the campaign, we also created a SXSW Ad group with ads for Thinkery’s unofficial SXSW event. On March 9 , the two videos we created were published to th



Thinkery’s YouTube channel and Twitter. They were also used to launch a video campaign with TrueView Ads (one in-stream and one video discovery) to reach audiences with engaging content that showcased Thinkery’s rich visuals. The Display campaign was paused to allocate that portion of our budget to the two new campaigns. Week 3 (March 10 -March 16 ): By executing strategies to optimize GSN campaigns in the th



th



weeks prior, we were able to achieve our highest number of clicks (351), highest CTR (13.10%), lowest avg. cost ($0.28), and best avg. position (1.5) during this week. In order to further improve our avg. position, we paused keywords with low CTR and avg. position above 2, which thereby lowered our avg. position to 1.2 and reduced our avg. cost to $0.23. Key Results: Throughout the campaign, we focused on implementing strategies to optimize GSN campaigns by 1) editing ads to include similar phrasing as ads with higher CTRs and 2) improving the relevancy and quality of keywords and Ad groups. By the end of the 3 weeks, we had successfully improved GSN CTR by 350% and increased number of clicks



Table 2: Overall Campaign Results Metrics Interactions Impressions



Goals 300 10,000



Results 835 19,888



Week 1 101 4,797



Week 2 253 9,403



Week 3 480 5,688



Interaction Rate Avg. Position Avg. Cost Cost



3.00%



4.19%



2.11%



2.69%



8.44%



1.5 $0.70 $250



1.41 $0.30 $250.21



1.85 $0.51 $51.35



1.29 $0.34 $86.14



1.23 $0.23 $112.72



by 248%. We also focused on maximizing the budget for clicks by lowering avg. cost. After improving Quality Score, and lowering keyword bids, we were able to lower avg. cost from $0.51 in week 1 to $0.23 in week 3 (see table 2 for overall campaign results). The low CTR of



  the Display campaign was one of the major challenges we worked to overcome. To improve the CTR on the GDN, we added Managed Placements, Display Keywords and Demographic Targeting. While this did increase CTR, we were unable to reach our full desired outcome for interactions on this network due to a lack of access to a Remarketing List. Below are some of the top performing campaigns (see table 3). Table 3: Top Performing Campaigns Campaign



Interactions



Impressions



Cost



Interaction Rate



Avg. Position



Avg. Cost



Branding Sign Up for Camp Video Spring Break



243 193 153 48



1,589 2,337 4,073 365



$66.46 $49.75 $16.07 $25.87



15.29% 8.26% 3.76% 13.15%



1.36 1.77 1 1.7



$0.27 $0.26 $0.11 $0.54



Our greatest successes occurred in the final week. By week 3, we had honed our AdWords skills, allowing us to add two new campaigns (Spring Break and Video) that performed well from the start. When comparing Thinkery’s data from the week of Spring Break in 2017 to the equivalent week in 2016, we saw an increase in museum ticket sales by 2,714. In addition, by creating two videos for their YouTube channel to capture the fun Thinkery experience, we were able to reach users in a unique, engaging way through TrueView Ads, garnering 153 views. Examples of efficient keywords included SXSW kids (QS of 7 and



Table 4: Top Performing Ad Groups Ad Group



Interactions



Impressions



Cost



Interaction Rate



Avg. Position



Avg. Cost



Thinkery Kids Camp Info Pre-roll Spring Break



223 193 88 40



1,017 2,208 449 292



$57.71 $1.30 $9.48 $21.42



21.93% 8.74% 19.60% 13.70%



1.05 1.14 1.00 1.77



$0.26 $0.26 $0.11 $0.54



10.29% CTR) and the thinkery admission (QS of 9 and 31.63% CTR), while keywords like Austin+museums (QS of 2 and 0% CTR) proved to be inefficient and were paused due to their low relevance. The most improved Ad group was Thinkery, which increased from 12.09% to 26.33% in CTR (see table 4 for top performing Ad groups). Dynamic Search Ads performed best with 9.89% avg. CTR. Sitelink Extensions received 60% of overall clicks (12.48% CTR), Call Extensions received 25% of overall clicks (25.31% CTR), and Callout Extensions received 46% of overall clicks (12.03% CTR). Because we lacked access to Conversion Tracking, we pulled data from Thinkery’s Google Analytics to track growth during our campaign. According to this data, 22,293 unique homepage views were recorded during the campaign.  From 2016 to 2017, ticket sales between Feb. 24th-Mar. 16th increased by 5,605



  leading to a $46,802.58 increase in revenue. Although we initially overestimated the goal for sign ups at the new camps, registration showed substantial growth with 43 sign ups at the main campus and 16 sign ups at the new locations (Valley View-10, Magellan-6), leading to a $21,457 increase in revenue. Conclusion: Because we learned to consistently



15.00%



monitor and implement strategies to optimize,



10.00%



our campaign exceeded expectations. We



Days Feb. 24-March 16



16-Mar-17



14-Mar-17



12-Mar-17



10-Mar-17



8-Mar-17



6-Mar-17



4-Mar-17



98%, overall Clicks by 178%, and avg. cost



2-Mar-17



0.00%



28-Feb-17



surpassed our initial metrics for impressions by 26-Feb-17



5.00% 24-Feb-17



Interaction Rate



Chart 1: Avg. Interaction Rate



per interaction by 57%. Interaction rate also showed significant growth (see chart 1). By strategically designing the campaign around



Thinkery’s website and showcasing the brand’s unique selling points, we helped Thinkery reach new customers (25,293 unique homepage visitors), and increase museum visitors (5,605 ticket sales). We enabled Thinkery to stand out in the saturated S.T.E.A.M. summer camp market (59 camp sign ups). After presenting our campaign strategy and results to Thinkery, the marketing team is taking steps to continue implementing the strategy in the future. Future Recommendations: Using 2016 data from the same time frame of our campaign (Feb. 24-March 16), ticket sales increased by $46,803. Camp sign ups garnered $21,457 in sales. Factoring in $250.21 for Google AdWords, as well as the cost of a Search Engine Marketing Intern to run the campaign ($15/hr for 20 hours a week), the ROI = ($68,260-1150.21)/1150.21 or 58.35%, proving the value of continuing to implement an AdWords strategy. Therefore, Thinkery should continue to integrate Google AdWords into its digital marketing efforts. Campaign Strategy Continued Recommendations



Campaign Strategy Future Recommendations Website Recommendations



Table 5: Specific Future Recommendations - To ensure high CTR, utilize 1) Dynamic Search Ads, 2) Mobile Bid Adjustments, and 3) Demographic & Location Targeting - Include the following in ads to maintain strong ad performance: USP, capitalization, call-to-actions, and Ad extensions - To showcase Thinkery’s unique visual appeal, use 1) Responsive Display Ads on GDN, and 2) TrueView Ads in Video Campaigns - Optimize landing pages to improve Quality Score and Ad Rank - Turn on Conversion Tracking to better track ad performance - Implement remarketing on the GDN to reach interested customers who have previously visited Thinkery’s website and thereby improve CTR and inspire conversions - Create specific pages for conversions for each of Thinkery’s different offerings (workshops, camps, events) to make the process more user-friendly



 



Learning Objectives and Outcomes



As aspiring advertising professionals, the Google Online Marketing Challenge provided us the opportunity to learn about a critical tool we will likely utilize as our industry becomes more digitally focused. Before selecting a client, our team became Google AdWords certified in order to prepare for the competition. To prepare for the competition, we shared Google AdWords study guides and asked each other questions in our group message, as Google AdWords was initially unfamiliar. During the challenge, we learned how to optimize an ongoing campaign by utilizing resources such as the Keyword Planner, Search Query Report, Mobile Bid Adjustments, Opportunities tab, and Report tools.  We also learned how to adjust our campaign strategy based off of



Image 1: YouTube Video Ad



analytics insights. In addition to expanding our knowledge of search engine marketing, we were able to refine our skills in platforms we initially were less familiar with, such as Display and Video. We gained experience capturing video footage and creating a unique visual experience that captures the brand image and engages audiences (see image 1). This gave us a more diverse learning experience and better equipped us to enter an increasingly dynamic and video-focused industry. Still, our learning experiences were not limited to just Google AdWords. Our team also gained skills in client relations. We learned how to ask for information clearances from the internal marketing team ahead of time and adapted to the situation when it took longer than expected to receive data. The primary lesson we learned was the importance of constantly monitoring and optimizing ongoing campaigns. Expected outcomes included learning more about Google AdWords and working with a real client. Unexpected outcomes included learning how to implement an integrated digital marketing strategy that coincides with other marketing efforts (social media, events) and adjust strategies to capitalize on unique opportunities. Group Dynamics: Though randomly assigned, our group worked well together. At the start of the campaign, we decided to discuss each other’s strengths and weaknesses to better understand everyone’s specific talents. Because we did not know each other beforehand, we had to learn to adapt to different working styles. For instance, some team members preferred



  to discuss ideas at length, while others wished to delegate tasks and complete work individually. We overcame these differences by incorporating elements of both styles. Also, our busy schedules made it difficult to consistently find times for the entire team to meet. To overcome this challenge, we utilized Google Hangouts, Gmail and our group message to communicate information to absent team members. We also used Google Drive and shared Google Docs and Google Sheets to keep our work organized and accessible to all group members. As expected, our team came together to overcome challenges and produced work we were proud of. However, we did not expect to become so close as a group. Client Dynamics: We initially met with our client in person before launching the campaign, which allowed us to establish a strong understanding of the Thinkery brand and its marketing goals. Thinkery’s internal marketing team was willing to work with us throughout the entire process. The biggest challenge we faced was the lack of direct access to important information and online client accounts. We moved past this barrier by designating one team member to be the point of contact with Thinkery and by requesting needed information ahead of time. However, the lack of access to online accounts proved more difficult than expected. For example, a third-party handles Thinkery’s website, so we were unable to gain access to Google My Business, which prevented us from activating Location Extensions. We expected to work with staff members who were eager to help, but we did not expect to have such little control in the online sphere. Future Recommendations Campaign Strategy: We would limit the number of big changes we make to campaigns (1-2 per day) to ensure we are able to attribute any outcomes to specific adjustments. Learning Experience: Before starting the campaign, we would spend more time reading industry articles outside of Google provided materials to gain different perspectives on approaches to creating a successful AdWords campaign. Group Dynamics: To improve group efficiency, we would delegate tasks earlier in the process based on the group’s strengths. Client Dynamics Future Recommendations: In order cut out unnecessary steps and to increase efficiency in meeting our goals, we would gain access to Thinkery’s Google Analytics and other website metrics.



 



Impact Statement



Non-profit Information: Thinkery, a nonprofit children’s museum located in Austin, Texas seeks to inspire a new generation of creative problem solvers by providing interactive S.T.E.A.M. learning experiences for its “lifelong learners.” It is located at 1830 Simond Avenue, Austin, Texas, 78723, and its website can be found at https://thinkeryaustin.org/. Taylor Grobelny, Thinkery’s Digital Marketing Coordinator, can be reached at 512-469-6224. Making a Social Impact: Originally founded as the Austin Children’s Museum, Thinkery aimed to provide Austin children with enriching educational and cultural opportunities. In 1983, the founder of the museum “without walls” drove around Austin in a station wagon looking to engage and teach children. After rebranding in 2013, Thinkery now resides in a 40,000 square foot building full of interactive, hands-on, S.T.E.A.M.-focused exhibits and educational programming for kids ages 0-12. Its mission is “to create innovative learning experiences that equip and inspire the next generation of creative problem solvers.” Thinkery cultivates crucial educational experiences for Austin children by providing interactive museum exhibits like the Kitchen Lab and Spark Shop and by hosting S.T.E.A.M.-centered workshops and summer camps. Thinkery also provides access to S.T.E.A.M learning to the entire community by offering affordable family memberships and by organizing weekly free Community Nights. This recurring event provides families in the surrounding area the opportunity to come explore the museum at no cost. Additionally, Thinkery partners with local educators through its EdExchange program to extend its mission even further. This program allows Thinkery to bring enriching education to low-income schools by training teachers in S.T.E.A.M. subjects. Thinkery provides affordable opportunities for children to experience learning in a fun way and inspire a love of thinking, innovation and creative problem solving in the future generations. Meeting the Client’s Goals: During the planning phase, our team met with Thinkery’s marketing team. They briefed us on Thinkery’s values, mission and overall marketing goals for the campaign. Thinkery’s main goal was to increase camp sign ups (especially at the two new locations) and to continue building and maintaining awareness. From there, we built an AdWords plan that integrated seamlessly into Thinkery’s current marketing strategy. Our team designed campaigns based on the website structure to ensure ad relevancy and brand authenticity. Ad copy was carefully constructed to maintain Thinkery’s voice. Our Branding campaign was devised to increase brand awareness and recognition of Thinkery. We also



  created Kids Activities and Family Activities campaigns to highlight specific S.T.E.A.M. programs offered for families and kids of all ages. The Sign Up For Camp campaign was designed to increase awareness of and encourage camp registration. We also invested in one GDN campaign with Responsive Ads to inspire summer camp registration. The ads took advantage of the visual appeal of Thinkery camps by showcasing images of fun, interactive Thinkery experiences. The Spring Break campaign was created to reach families both in Austin and traveling to Austin for Spring Break. We also created a video campaign with TrueView Ads to provide more engaging content for users and to again showcase the dynamic visual appeal of the museum. Campaign Summary: The campaign surpassed initial metrics by 98% for impressions, 178% for overall Clicks, and 57% for avg. cost per interaction. It generated 19,888 impressions, 834 interactions, a 4.19% interaction rate, an avg. position 1.41, and an avg. cost of $0.30. Interaction rate was 8.48% for GSN campaigns, 0.62% for the Display campaign, and 3.76% for the Video campaign. The Branding campaign performed the best with a 15.29% CTR, 243 clicks, and 1,589 impressions. For the duration of the campaign, Thinkery experienced an increase in ticket sales (5,605), camp sign ups (59), unique visitors to the homepage (25,293), and revenue ($68,260). Impacting the Client’s Mission: Our AdWords campaign impacted Thinkery’s mission by driving brand awareness. This was important, because Thinkery cannot “inspire the next generation of creative problem solvers” if those young minds don’t know to come through the door. The campaign gave users a relevant solution to their searches (summer camps, kids activities, Austin fun), while also encouraging a love for S.T.E.A.M. education. Throughout the campaign, ticket sales and camp sign ups increased, generating revenue that will assist Thinkery in continuing to foster S.T.E.A.M. learning. Future Recommendations: Thinkery should continue to integrate Google AdWords into its online marketing efforts to effectively carry out its mission. We recommend continuing the use of features in our campaign such as 1) Dynamic Search Ads, 2) Ad extensions, 3) Mobile Bid Adjustments, and 4) Location & Demographic Targeting. Thinkery should also continue to utilize Display and Video Ads to continue to showcase the unique visual appeal. We also recommend utilizing Conversion Tracking, implementing remarketing on GDN, and creating specific pages for conversions to better accomplish Thinkery’s business goals.
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